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Tree Of Hearts Note Cards Stationery Boxed
Cards
Young readers can follow along with a little mouse as he looks in a garden for sparkly, shiny
creatures, with surprises found behind easy to manipulate window pull-tabs. On board pages.
3 1/2 x 5 note cards w/ glossy highlights. Blank interior.
Linen finish, gold foil. Boxed cards printed on high-quality card stock.
A family relocates to a small house on Ash Tree Lane and discovers that the inside of their
new home seems to be without boundaries
Tree of Hearts Note Cards 6x9 Inches 120 Pages
Hindu and Buddhist Ideas from Original Sources
Wishtree
Paper Flower Note Cards
Rules
Theorizing Practices in Households, Communities, and Classrooms
You'll flip for this fun flipbook, packed with sloth wisdom for the slow life! Let its adorable
characters add a little laid-back ambiance to your home or workplace, and declare your love of
the slow lane! Selections include ''You can't rush perfection,'' ''Going nowhere fast,'' ''Can't pull a
fast one on me,'' and many more! Use it brighten your desk or shelf, at home, or at the office! Full
color throughout. 48 pages. Matching wire-o binding. Built-in display for your desk or shelf.
Magnetic closure. Flipbook measures 4-1/4'' square.
It’s an adventure story about a young Hero who comes from a far country to win back his lost
treasure. It’s a love story about a brave Prince who leaves his palace, his throne—everything—to
rescue the one he loves. The best thing about this Story is—it’s true! And at the center of the Story,
there is a baby. The Child upon whom everything would depend. All the stars, mountains, oceans,
and galaxies were nothing compared to how much God loved his children. He would move heaven
and earth to be near them. Always. Whatever happened, whatever it cost him, he would always
love them. And so it was that the wonderful love story began. The Story of God’s Love for You: Is
for teenagers and adults who want to read and learn about the story of God’s love for them
Includes 44 short chapters that lead you through the beautiful story of the Bible—Genesis to
Revelation Masterfully shows how all the individual Bible stories fit together into one cohesive
narrative that points to Jesus Makes the big picture of Scripture clear to new believers, and helps
seasoned believers fall in love with the Bible all over again Features text from bestselling author
Sally Lloyd-Jones that brings the truths of the Bible into a new light for today’s world The beauty
and peace that only God’s love can provide pulses through every page. Just as The Jesus
Storybook Bible is an essential book for the library of every child, The Story of God’s Love for
You is an essential book for the library of every adolescent and adult.
Introducing the topics, themes and arguments of the most influential Hindu and Buddhist Indian
philosophers, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy leads the reader through the main schools of
Indian thought from the origins of Buddhism to the Saiva Philosophies of Kashmir. By covering
Buddhist philosophies before the Brahmanical schools, this engaging introduction shows how
philosophers from the Brahmanical schools-including Samkhya, Yoga, Nyaya, Vaisheshika, and
Mimamsa, as well as Vedanta-were to some extent responding to Buddhist viewpoints. Together
with clear translations of primary texts, this fully-updated edition features: • A glossary of
Sanskrit terms • A guide to pronunciation • Chronological list of philosophers & works With
study tools and constant reference to original texts, An Introduction to Indian Philosophy provides
students with deeper understanding of the foundations of Indian philosophy.
Max is used to being called Stupid. And he is used to everyone being scared of him. On account of
his size and looking like his dad. Kevin is used to being called Dwarf. On account of his size and
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being some cripple kid. But greatness comes in all sizes, and together Max and Kevin become
Freak The Mighty and walk high above the world. An inspiring, heartbreaking, multi-award
winning international bestseller.
Summer Tree of Life Journal
An Introduction to Indian Philosophy
Grief Observed
Sloths Desktop Flipbook
The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse
Silk Tree of Life Journal

23/h3>The perfect notebook! Use it as a diary, journal, notebook, makes a great gift!
Notebook Medium Size 6in x 9in x 114 Pages White Paper Blank Journal with Black
Cover Perfect Size Ideal gift idea for any occasion for students and teachers. Go against
the grain and use white lined paper. Journaling is a fun and creative way to take notes organize your time or to express your thoughts on paper. Perfect size to carry over
everywhere.
The concept of "funds of knowledge" is based on a simple premise: people are competent
and have knowledge, and their life experiences have given them that knowledge. The
claim in this book is that first-hand research experiences with families allow one to
document this competence and knowledge, and that such engagement provides many
possibilities for positive pedagogical actions. Drawing from both Vygotskian and neosociocultural perspectives in designing a methodology that views the everyday practices
of language and action as constructing knowledge, the funds of knowledge approach
facilitates a systematic and powerful way to represent communities in terms of the
resources they possess and how to harness them for classroom teaching. This book
accomplishes three objectives: It gives readers the basic methodology and techniques
followed in the contributors' funds of knowledge research; it extends the boundaries of
what these researchers have done; and it explores the applications to classroom practice
that can result from teachers knowing the communities in which they work. In a time
when national educational discourses focus on system reform and wholesale replicability
across school sites, this book offers a counter-perspective stating that instruction must be
linked to students' lives, and that details of effective pedagogy should be linked to local
histories and community contexts. This approach should not be confused with parent
participation programs, although that is often a fortuitous consequence of the work
described. It is also not an attempt to teach parents "how to do school" although that
could certainly be an outcome if the parents so desired. Instead, the funds of knowledge
approach attempts to accomplish something that may be even more challenging: to alter
the perceptions of working-class or poor communities by viewing their households
primarily in terms of their strengths and resources, their defining pedagogical
characteristics. Funds of Knowledge: Theorizing Practices in Households, Communities,
and Classrooms is a critically important volume for all teachers and teachers-to-be, and
for researchers and graduate students of language, culture, and education.
3 1/2 x 5 note cards printed on quality card stock. Gloss highlights.
As a young Japanese boy recovers from a bad chill, his mother busily folds origami paper
into delicate silver cranes in preparation for the boy's very first Christmas.
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The Blue Book of Grammar and Punctuation
Dusky Meadow Note Cards
Watercolor Flowers Thank You Notes
Notebook - Tree of Life Journal |Tree of Hearts Note Cards 4
Old-Fashioned Christmas Cards
Old World Internet Address & Password Logbook

Keep track of your addresses, phone numbers, and emails with this handsome large
desktop address book! Tabbed dividers. Elastic band place holder. Inside back cover
pocket. Silver foil.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER · USA
TODAY BESTSELLER “The Boy, the Mole, the Fox and the Horse is not only a thoughtprovoking, discussion-worthy story, the book itself is an object of art.”- Elizabeth
Egan, The New York Times From British illustrator, artist, and author Charlie Mackesy
comes a journey for all ages that explores life’s universal lessons, featuring 100 color
and black-and-white drawings. “What do you want to be when you grow up?” asked
the mole. “Kind,” said the boy. Charlie Mackesy offers inspiration and hope in
uncertain times in this beautiful book, following the tale of a curious boy, a greedy
mole, a wary fox and a wise horse who find themselves together in sometimes
difficult terrain, sharing their greatest fears and biggest discoveries about
vulnerability, kindness, hope, friendship and love. The shared adventures and
important conversations between the four friends are full of life lessons that have
connected with readers of all ages.
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high,
and senior high school students.
The bestselling workbook and grammar guide, revised and updated! Hailed as one of
the best books around for teaching grammar, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation includes easy-to-understand rules, abundant examples, dozens of
reproducible quizzes, and pre- and post-tests to help teach grammar to middle and
high schoolers, college students, ESL students, homeschoolers, and more. This
concise, entertaining workbook makes learning English grammar and usage simple
and fun. This updated 12th edition reflects the latest updates to English usage and
grammar, and includes answers to all reproducible quizzes to facilitate selfassessment and learning. Clear and concise, with easy-to-follow explanations,
offering "just the facts" on English grammar, punctuation, and usage Fully updated to
reflect the latest rules, along with even more quizzes and pre- and post-tests to help
teach grammar Ideal for students from seventh grade through adulthood in the US
and abroad For anyone who wants to understand the major rules and subtle
guidelines of English grammar and usage, The Blue Book of Grammar and
Punctuation offers comprehensive, straightforward instruction.
A Portable Guide to Organizing Your Dream Wedding
counsels to Seventh-Day Adventist families
The World Book Encyclopedia
Mark Z. Danielewski's House of Leaves
Tree of Hearts Address Book
The Book of Thoth (Egyptian Tarot)

Explores the ancient myths of the goddesses, revealing their
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personalities, to help women understand their own emotional
patterns and to meet life's challenges
This book describes the philosophy and the use of Aleister
Crowley's Thoth Tarot, a deck of Tarot cards designed by
Crowley and co-designed and painted by Lady Frieda Harris.
The Thoth Tarot has become one of the best-selling and most
popular Tarot Decks in the world. It is also one of the most
original interpretations of the tarot, incorporating
astrological, numerological, Egyptian, and Qabalistic
symbolism. While there are many other useful guides to this
famous tarot deck, there are no others that explain the deck
in its designer's own words. The book is divided into four
major parts: * Part One: The Theory Of The Tarot. * Part
Two: The Atu (Keys or Trumps). * Part Three: The Court
Cards. * Part Four: The Small Cards. Part One is further
divided into three chapters; Part Two into two chapters and
an appendix; Part Three into one chapter; and Part Four into
one chapter. The book includes a list of plates depicting
the Tarot cards as seen by Crowley and Harris.
Our hearts' desire is to have a deep and meaningful
relationship with God. God desires to have a deep and
meaningful relationship with us. Life gets busy, and we tend
to get ourselves in the way. Where do we start? How do we
get there? We are ready to take that first step but need
guidance. Steps of Faith takes us through the process step
by step. Each step is explained by breaking down the stories
of the heroes of faith and using real-life examples. Steps
of Faith walks us through cultivating our relationship with
God and gives us the tools needed to keep that relationship
strong. At the end, we take what we have learned and put our
faith into action through a one-week step commitment. Are
you ready to take that step of faith? Are you ready to
answer the call that God has placed on your life? God is
ready and waiting for us to follow Him.
Create your own elegant greeting cards with the beauty of
lifelike paper flowers! Paper Flower Note Cards provides all
the information you need. With just scissors, craft glue and
a few sheets of colorful heavyweight paper, anyone can
create stunning floral gift cards, gift toppers and place
cards in no time at all! Emiko Yamamoto's simple step-bystep instructions explain how to cut and assemble each card
for flawless results every time. Templates provided in the
back of the book are reusable and allow you to reproduce the
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designs many times. This collection includes more than 30
dazzling designs for creative notes and floral decorations:
Pop-up cards with petals that gently splay when the card is
opened Decorative cards with three-dimensional flowers
across the surface Elegant & subtle floral silhouette cards
Cards for specific occasions like birthdays, weddings, baby
showers, Father's Day, Mother's Day, Valentine's Day,
Halloween or Christmas Seasonal cards that can be customized
for any occasion year round At the heart of each design is a
beautiful flower, and there are many to choose from Rose
Peony Carnation Hydrangea Cosmos Morning glory Sunflower
Poinsettia And more! You'll dazzle your friends and family
with these handmade works of art!
Hydrangeas Large Address Book
A Novel
Funds of Knowledge
Mindfulness Cards
Steps of Faith
Simple Practices for Everyday Life
The New York Times-bestselling story of kindness, friendship, and hope. Trees can't tell jokes, but they
can certainly tell stories. . . . Red is an oak tree who is many rings old. Red is the neighborhood
"wishtree"—people write their wishes on pieces of cloth and tie them to Red's branches. Along with a
crow named Bongo and other animals who seek refuge in Red's hollows, this wishtree watches over the
neighborhood. You might say Red has seen it all. Until a new family moves in. Not everyone is
welcoming, and Red's experience as a wishtree is more important than ever. Funny, deep, warm, and
nuanced, this is Katherine Applegate at her very best—writing from the heart, and from a completely
unexpected point of view. This book has Common Core connections.
Family matters. Climb up into your family tree and start exploring its limbs and branches! It may seem
daunting to get started in genealogy, but this friendly organizer will enable you to record the origins of
your family, details about ancestors, photographs, and so much more! Leaf through this book, select a
section, and begin! In the end you'll have a keepsake you'll want to preserve for yourself and future
generations to come. 96 pages. Measures 8-1/2" wide x 11" high (21.6 cm wide x 27.9 cm high).
Concealed wire-o hardcover binding. Archival, acid-free paper.
PERFECT NOTEBOOK FOR INSPIRATIONAL GIFTS FOR GIRLS AND MOTIVATIONAL GIFTS OF
ALL AGES - PERFECT JOURNAL - NOTEBOOK TO WRITE - Lots of space to write all your beautiful
ideas and beautiful thoughts - GET YOURS TODAy Lightly lined writing pages provide plenty of space
for personal reflection, jotting down favorite quotations or poems. Acid-free archival paper takes pen
beautifully.
Frank Cotton's insatiable appetite for the dark pleasures of pain led him to the puzzle of Lemarchand's
box, and from there, to a death only a sick-minded soul could invent. But his brother's love-crazed wife,
Julia, has discovered a way to bring Frank back—though the price will be bloody and terrible . . . and
there will certainly be hell to pay.
The Wedding Planner Checklist
Dragonfly Note Cards
Light-Up Rose and Illustrated Book
Answering God's Call on Your Life
Inspired by Nature Sketchbook
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Freak the Mighty
This journal's cover reproduces an Ottoman-era Turkish silk hanging. The
ornate design was first drawn on cloth in ink, then embroidered with fine
silk thread to bring the flowering tree to life. Gold foil, embossed, gold
gilded edges. 192 lined pages - 7-1/4" wide x 9" high (18.4 cm wide x 22.9
cm high) - Bookbound - Ribbon bookmark - Hardcover books lie flat for
ease of use.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A coming-of-age classic, acclaimed by critics,
beloved by readers of all ages, taught in schools and universities alike,
and translated around the world—from the winner of the 2019
PEN/Nabokov Award for Achievement in International Literature. The
House on Mango Street is the remarkable story of Esperanza Cordero, a
young Latina girl growing up in Chicago, inventing for herself who and
what she will become. Told in a series of vignettes-sometimes
heartbreaking, sometimes deeply joyous-Sandra Cisneros' masterpiece is a
classic story of childhood and self-discovery. Few other books in our time
have touched so many readers. “Cisneros draws on her rich [Latino]
heritage ... and seduces with precise, spare prose, creat[ing]
unforgettable characters we want to lift off the page. She is not only a
gifted writer, but an absolutely essential one.” —The New York Times
Book Review
160 lined pages, 6 1/4" wide x 8 1/4" high (15.9 cm wide x 21 cm high).
Bookbound hardcover. Elastic band place holder. Acid-free, archival
paper. Inside back cover pocket. Gold foil, embossed.
Written after his wife's tragic death as a way of surviving the "mad
midnight moment," A Grief Observed is C.S. Lewis's honest reflection on
the fundamental issues of life, death, and faith in the midst of loss. This
work contains his concise, genuine reflections on that period: "Nothing
will shake a man -- or at any rate a man like me -- out of his merely verbal
thinking and his merely notional beliefs. He has to be knocked silly before
he comes to his senses. Only torture will bring out the truth. Only under
torture does he discover it himself." This is a beautiful and unflinchingly
homest record of how even a stalwart believer can lose all sense of
meaning in the universe, and how he can gradually regain his bearings.
An Easy-to-Use Guide with Clear Rules, Real-World Examples, and
Reproducible Quizzes
The Little Prince
Tree of Hearts Notebook
Tree Of Cranes
Conversations With the Goddesses
Sparkly Garden

Before being published as a small book, these "counsels of
perfection" and spiritual notes by Blessed Edward Poppe
(1890-1924), a Belgian priest whose cause for canonization is under
way, had been transcribed a hundred times by hand by those who
had tasted their flavor, vigor, and supernatural wisdom. Fresh and
luminous, this little book has been a tremendous success in Dutch,
French, Italian, and German; it now appears at last in English.
Responding well to the needs of the faithful, it will become an
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inseperable vademecum for all those who wish to live "under the
gaze of God."
Antoine de Saint-Exupéry's The Little Prince remains one of the
most treasured books of all time. This commemorative kit includes:
3" light-up collectible of the Prince's cherished rose, set under a
clear dome and on a base bearing the story's most famous quote: "It
is only with the heart that one can see rightly; what is essential is
invisible to the eye." 32-page book of quotes and full-color artwork
from The Little Prince
Old-fashioned holiday charm abounds with these collectibles and
their colorful portraits of ruddy-cheeked children and Santas. A joy
to send or keep, reproduced directly from rare originals of 1900-30.
Be inspired by Marjolein Bastin's passion for the natural world in
this unique, inspirational sketchbook. The artist keeps detailed
sketchbooks of the things she encounters in nature, combining both
art and words. She draws inspiration from these sketchbooks to
create her fully wrought, exquisitely detailed pieces of art. This book
features sketches selected by Marjolein, with facing pages showing
her finished art that was inspired by the sketches. Blank pages are
included after each beautiful spread for the user's own drawings and
thoughts. With a durable cover, an envelope in the back for nature
finds, and a bound ribbon bookmark, this sketchbook is both
beautiful and useful.
Pop-up Cards * Greeting Cards * Gift Toppers
Under the Gaze of God
The House on Mango Street
Notebook Planner - 6x9 Inch Daily Planner Journal, to Do List
Notebook, Daily Organizer, 114 Pages
The Adventist home
Tree of Hearts Note Cards
This engaging deck makes it easy to bring awareness, calm, and joy to everyday
life. Each card includes an inspiring phrase on the front and a bite-size
mindfulness exercise on the back. Packaged in an eye-catching box with foil
stamping, the cards are divided into four color-coded mindfulness categories:
Rest & Balance, Insight & Awareness, Curiosity & Joy, and Kindness. Users can
draw one card to form an intention for the day, or pull several for a more complex
reading or to display around the home or office as inspiring mantras. Featuring
more than 50 accessible and enlightening practices (plus 8 blank cards for
personalization), these cards are an easy way to cultivate mindful
moments--anytime and anywhere.
Our Family Tree
The Story of God's Love for You
Hummingbird Note Cards
The Hellbound Heart
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